AK Press

Down
1 another word for oversee
2 the process of buying and/or selling
3 a group noun for liberals
4 spreading a supply of something in an area
5 it is a label that can mean a lot or a little
9 getting stronger
11 an organization that deals w ith social prob
lems
12 a river, a wom an, a company
13 stories of the past
14 tw en ty years ago, this acronym w as not a
word, now every site should have one
15 bad pressing
17 the body of the state
20 the w ay that parts of a thing are arranged
21 w h at managers are supposed to show, but
not too much
22 a manager of the product of writing
24 behavior of hens and roosters
26 working together is called this
29 the Democrats and Republicans are parties
in this
30 not special
31 the tireless ex w ho tabled and traveled and
repped and started
33 to express something in a definitive w ay

Across
2 he said "the great project of our tim e must be
to open the other eye"
5 bookkeeping
6 w h at ayncaps say w ork is
7 the people's power
8 not W inston, but Ward
10 believer in worker councils
14 to form a larger group w ith smaller groups
16 getting entirely rid of
18 a catch-all word for busy anarchists
19 outside of a dog, these are a person's best
friends
23 the color of plebian blood
25 relating to the parties, weddings, perfor
mances, etc. that rich and fashionable people
go
27 washing machines do this to clothes
28 lateral
31 refusing to accept
32 Berkman's paper in San Francisco
34 liberation
35 poke
36 a movable library
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